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ATP hygiene monitoring
Do sanitisers really affect measurements?
The use of adenosine triphosphate (ATP) as a marker of cleaning and hygiene has been well
established in industrial food processing since the early 1980s. The test method is called ATP
bioluminescence which uses an enzyme called luciferase and its properties were determined by
McElroy and Strehler in 1949.

The natural enzyme was extracted
from fireflies and as with all
enzyme reactions, the test has a
pH optimum (7.75) and a
temperature optimum (20–22ºC).
The test requires magnesium ions
and so it can be adversely affected
by other divalent cations or
chelating agents. Similarly the
turbidity of the sample or reaction
mix can also affect the analysis.

The influence of sanitisers
Several authors in the 1990s
reported that the ATP
bioluminescence test was
influenced by cleaning chemicals
and sanitisers which could result in
enhanced or decreased light output
depending on the concentration
(Velazquez & Feirtag, 1997; Green
et al, 1999). The inhibition of
bioluminescence activity by
chemicals is generally referred to
as quenching. An internal standard
or ‘caged ATP’ has been suggested
as a means to assess the amount
of quenching and provide a more
precise determination of the ATP
present (Calvert et al, 2001).
The application of ATP

bioluminescence for hygiene
monitoring is intended to provide a
simple, rapid, direct, objective test
for cleaning verification, primarily
for the removal of organic matter.
The test results are expressed as
Relative Light Units (RLU) and are
interpreted in broad categories of
Pass/Caution/Fail for many
reasons. The method and
application are not intended to be
a precision quantitative
determination for ATP. Experienced
industrial practitioners have
reported that “the interpretation of
the results (i.e. as clean or dirty)
was not affected by the
phenomenon” of quenching
(Kyriakides, et al, 1991;
Kyriakides, 1994)

recent developments in
instrumentation and reagent
formulation, as well as changes to
the formulation of cleaning
chemicals and sanitisers.
Accordingly a series of laboratory
tests were conducted to evaluate
a selection of modern cleaning
agents on the ATP hygiene
monitoring test application.

The inhibition of
bioluminescence activity
by chemicals is generally
referred to as quenching

Methodology

Evaluating modern cleaning
agents

Nine cleaning agents were tested
representing different categories
of chemical agents supplied by the
leading international chemical
supply company, JohnsonDiversey.
The chemicals were tested at
seven concentration levels (above
and below the manufacturer’s
recommended working

The firefly as natural source of
luciferase is still used by some
suppliers today, however, many
manufacturers and suppliers use
modern recombinant forms of the
enzyme with significantly improved
characteristics of stability and
robustness. There have been many

Table 1: Effect of chemical sanitizers on ATP response from SystemSURE Plus and Ultrasnap
D et erg en t
Co n ce n tr a t io n

TEGO 20 01

Enduro

D el la De t

Basis

Amphoteric

Alkaline

Alkaline

Acidic

Alkaline

Alkaline

Water
1 - 2%

Water
4 - 10%

Water
1 - 2%

Water
3 - 10%

Water
1 -10%

Water
0.5 - 5%

Solvent
MRWC (v/v %)

A c ifo a m M u lt iC le an U lt r aC le an S hu r e Cl ea n

HD 14 1

C le an Ge l

Neutral

Alkaline

Alkaline

Water
0.1 - 1%

Water
2-10%

Water
1-5%

100
100
100

102
100
100

P e r c e n t a ge r e s p o n s e c o mp a r e d to A T P p o s i ti v e co n t ro l
0.10%
1%
10%

97
95
94

98
94
45

MRWC = manufacturer’s recommended working concentration
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Figure 1: Effect of Tego 2001 at 10% v/v on ATP detection by five different systems

A comparison of ATP test
systems
In comparison with other ATP test
systems, the Hygiena Ultrasnap
and snapshot devices were shown
to be more tolerant to the effects
of Tego than 3M CleanTrace,
BioControl MVP Lightning and
Charm Pocketswab in their
respective instruments (see Figure
1), however this was not
consistent across the range of
chemicals tested.
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85

100
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Only at the highest MRWC were
ATP detection systems affected by
some cleaning chemicals (Table 2).
Different detection systems
exhibited different responses to
the chemical agents. ShureClean
appeared to be the most inhibitory
chemical tested and affected all
systems similarly. Accordingly,
care should be exercised when
using ATP detection systems in
the presence of this chemical at its
maximum MRWC. None of the
ATP systems were resistant to all
the chemical tests.

S hureClean

1

5

8

6

25

Quenching

H D 1 41

100

100

99

99

102

CleanG el

100

100

100

100

100

Table 2: Effect of cleaning chemicals at maximum recommended working
concentration on 5 ATP detection systems
C h e m ic a l

U l t r as n a p s n a p s h o t C l e a n T r a c e B i o C o n t r o l C h a r m

concentration (MRWC)) in the
presence and absence of a known
amount of ATP (1000 fmols). The
effect of the chemicals on the RLU
output was compared using five
different ATP detection systems
including Hygiena SystemSURE
Plus with Ultrasnap swabs, and the
universal ATP swabs snapshot.

Results
The results are described as the
percentage recovery of ATP. Table
1 shows that the Hygiena
SystemSURE Plus and Ultrasnap
were tolerant to most chemicals at
MRWC (typically 0.1–10%). Six
chemicals showed no or slight
reduction in test performance even
at the highest MRWC. Enduro and
Acifoam caused a reduction in RLU
output but only at the maximum
MRWC, however, there were
sufficient activities’ remains to
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Quenching only really
appears to happen at
high concentrations for
some chemicals in
some ATP detection
systems
enable the detections of product
residues. ShureClean exhibited
most quenching particularly at its
maximum recommended strength.
At the lowest MRWC there was no
significant quenching on the ATP
detection observed in any of the
ATP detection systems tested.
However quenching and some
minor enhancement of light output
were observed at the highest
MRWC for some chemicals in
some systems; but not all.

The extent of the quenching is
dependent on the formulation of
the reagents from the different
suppliers. Optimum
bioluminescence performance is a
balance between gaining the
maximum light output at the point
of maximum robustness. A
compromise needs to be reached
between the robustness of a
bioluminescent reagent, its real
time stability and the detection
parameters of the instrument.

So what does this mean in
practice?
Quenching only really appears to
happen at high concentrations for
some chemicals in some ATP
detection systems. ATP
bioluminescence reagents are
unlikely to be exposed to
chemicals at or above maximum
working concentrations since many
would be removed or diluted by
rinsing procedures, and test
surfaces are usually allowed to
drain and dry before surface swab
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samples are collected for testing.
In addition, any potential adverse
effects should be identified during
the introduction of alternative
chemicals and the validation of
modified cleaning procedures.
In the majority of cases, chemical
quenching has relatively few
consequences for ATP hygiene
monitoring. Even in the worst case,
a reduction of 50% luciferase
activity will still leave sufficient
activity to differentiate clean from
dirty surfaces. The test results are
categorised as Pass/Caution/ Fail

based on the RLU unit which is by
definition ‘Relative’. The ATP
hygiene test application is a
qualitative determination of
cleanliness and it is not intended
to be an absolute determination of
ATP content.

In summary

only apparent at very high
concentrations that are unlikely
to occur in practice. The extent
of quenching varies between
ATP detection systems and is a
function of the reagent
formulation.
■ There is little between ATP

■ Most cleaning chemicals at

MRWC do not significantly
affect the practical performance
of ATP hygiene monitoring
systems.

detection systems and their
response to cleaning chemicals.
■ No single ATP detection system

is resistant to all chemical
types. ■

■ The effects of quenching are
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food europe: Keeping you up to date
Circulation
We hope you have found this edition of food europe
magazine interesting. It is circulated electronically and
as hard copies to shows and conferences, and individual
subscribers. We are more than happy to include your
colleagues/partners in our electronic distribution list
free of charge. Contact john@foodmagazine.eu.com to
register your interest.

jhoskins@editor.eu.com. Articles should be in English
and between 1500–2000 words in length. They should
also be original, unpublished work.

Feedback
We are constantly trying to improve food europe
magazine in line with what you the readership want, so
if you have any suggestions/comments/feedback,
please email jhoskins@editor.eu.com. Thank you.

Subscription and reprints
Alternatively, why not subscribe for hard copies of food
europe magazine? The cost is just h100 per year
including postage. We also run a reprint service,
enabling you to hand out high quality reprints of your
articles to customers and prospects. And it’s a lot less
expensive than you might think. If you wish to
subscribe, or are interested in obtaining reprints, please
contact john@foodmagazine.eu.com.

Contributions
We are also interested in receiving good articles for any
of our four main sections. If you would like to submit an
article, please send an email with your proposed topic,
relevant section and a brief summary to
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